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Most construction projects, whether they be building
construction, road works, mining or bridge construction,
will generally require some earthworks on site.

Earlhmoving is a critical part of any construction project
and, by its nature, is very demanding on plant and
equipment. ln this regard, correct and effective lubrication
becomes a major consideration for the operators of such
equipment to ensure its continued reliability and
operation.

This brochure has been designed to assist in the correct
selection and application of Caltex products used in the
earthmoving industry, whether it be in road construction,
mining, building works, or in the construction of bridges,
railways or public facilities.

The logistics of moving large amounts of heavy
equipment into sometimes remote locations is a major
consideration for the earthworks contractor. Even
before starting on an earthworks project, contractors
will often need to cut their way into areas just to get to
the location where earthmoving activities are to
commence.

Many eafthmoving projects are carried out by sub-contractors
and not the principal contractor of the construction. Most
earthmoving contractors will have their own equipment
but, in many cases, they may lease or hire items of
equipment, such as generators or lighting towers, from
specialist suppliers. ln some cases, specialist companies
will be sub-contracted to complete various phases of a
construction project such as drilling, and hard rock
removal using explosives.

The fuelling, lubrication and maintenance of earlhmoving
plant and equipment can therefore involve a number of
diff erent companies who may make their own
arrangements for lubricating their equipmeni or,
alternatively, the principal contractor may supply f uels
and lubricants to the sub-contractors on site. For large
earthmoving projects, the latter may often be the
case.

A wide range of equipment is used in earthmoving,
such as excavators, shovels and draglines, tractors,
bulldozers, loaders, scrapers and graders, dump trucks,
mobile cranes, rollers and drills, as well as a range of
ancillary equiprnent like compressors, generators,
lighting towers and pumps.



To help understand the importance of the correct
lubrication of earthmoving plant and equipment, we
first need to consider the various types of machines
used, and their operation in the earthmoving industry:

Excavators: These are commonly found on most

earthmoving projects and are used principally to move large

quantities of earth and overburden, either to a stockpile or

directly into mobile dump trucks for transportation away

from the construction site. The excavator bucket moves

towards the body of the unit and the bucket is emptied

by tilting (rather than dropping through a rear opening

mechanism)" Excavators are able to remove overburden

well below the level of the

crawler tracks.

Excavators are generally

hydraulically controlled. The

use of hydraulic excavators in

earthmoving projects has

increased significantly over

recent years. There is also a

trend toward increasing

hydraulic system pressures in

these units, necessitating
the need for more control
over correct hydraulic fluid
selection and hydraulic
system cleanliness and

maintenance.

Many excavators with
i nterchangeable hydraulic
attachments, such as rock

breakers, allow some lubricant rationalization in that
the attachments can use the hydraulic fluids of the

excavator to provide the necessary fluid power.

Most excavators are diesel powered. Apart from the power

unit driving the excavator, other important lubrication areas

include the transmission and hydraulic system, winches
and cati;s, pins, bushes and pivots, and the slewing
gear and rollers on which the main body of the excavator
rotates on top of the crawler tractor assembly. Some

excavators are fitted with centralized grease lubrication

systems to facilitate effective and timely lubrication of

these components.

Shovels: These are mainly used for removing overburden

at or above ground level. The bucket is pushed into the

overburden away from the body of the unit and its up

and down movement is controlled by the dipper stick.
The bucket's backwards and forwards movement is usually

by cable operaiion. The bucket is emptied through a rear

opening mechanism which allows the overburden to drop
out. Shovels can be mechanically operated (cable or
gears), or hydraulically operated. Most shovels are diesel
powered.

Draglines: On large-scale earthmoving proyects, such as

open-cut mining, and in quarrying, types of modified excavators

with extended booms, cables and large capacity buckets are

used to move or stockpile materials. ln this form, they are

referred to as draglines, where the attached bucket is filled as

it is dragged towards the machine.

Most smaller draglines are diesel powered. However, the
larger units are often powered through on-board electric
motors connected by cabling to a high-voltage power

source.

The walking cam of some draglines requires the use of
specialized lubricants, which are generally specific to the
particular equipment involved.

Tractors used in earthmoving projects are generally of
two types: track-driven (or crawler-type), and wheeled
units. Tractors are usually the basic power or driving unit

of much of the commonly found earthmoving machinery
such as loaders, scrapers and bulldozers.



Lubrication and regular maintenance are essential because
the operating environment is severe, with respect to dirt,

dust and heavy loads, Whilst engines, transmissions and

drives can be lubricated satisfactorily, lubrication of the
tracks, sprocket wheels, track rollers and idlers can be

more difficult and, depending on site conditions, may
require more regular attention.

Because much of the equipment fitted to tractors is

hydraulically activated, such as blades, buckets or clamps,
careful attention should also be given to the hydraulic
control system to ensure that there is no ingress of moisture
and solid contaminants

Bulldozers can be either track-driven or wheeled tractors that

have been suitably modified with a large open blade mounted

across the front of the unit, and are used for surface excavation,

site clearing, pushing heavy loads of eadh or overburden,

spreading and levelling, and ripping.

Track-driven or crawler-type bulldozers are used predominantly

in situations where ground conditions are poor, such as on

loose rocky surfaces or soft, wet soils and clays, where

maximum traction is required. Wheel-driven units are mostly

used where ground conditions are good and the loads to be

pushed or moved are not excessive. Lubrication requirements

are covered under"Tractors" above. ln addition, bucket pins,

bushes and pivots will require regular re-greasing and

inspection.

Loaders are predominantly wheel-driven tractor units fitted
with a hydraulically controlled bucket that can be used to
pick up and carry materials from one location to another, or
to load materials onto belts or dump trucks for transport to

another part of the site.

Many loaders are articulated, which allows them to operate
in smaller areas around stockpiles and loading points.

Some loaders also have backhoe attachments fitted to

enable the machine to carry out minor excavation work.

The lubrication needs of loaders and "Traxcavators" are
similar to tractors. ln addition, re-greasing of heavily
loaded areas such as bucket pins, bushes and pivots will
require frequent attention.

ln earthmoving applications where earth needs to be
scraped and contour shaping is required, scrapers and
graders are used.

Scrapers: These consist of a large bucket into which the
earth is scraped by a blade positioned at the front of the
bucket base and is connected to a tractor drivrng unit at the
front or rear (or both) of the bucket. Some units are fitted
with a small "bucket conveyor" to transfer the overburden
into the main body, and are called elevating scrapers.
The driving units are diesel-engine powered, with the

bucket and blade operation controlled either mechanically,

Certain models
("Traxcavators").

of loaders may be track-driven



hydraulically or through electric power, by the operator in

the driving unit. Scrapers are used where earth needs to
be removed and re-spread over large areas such as
runways, motorways or mine-site preparation.

Graders: These are used for levelling and shaping of
earth on building sites and road beds. A hydraulically or
cable-controlled blade is mounted in the middle of the
vehicle and is positioned to push earth out to one side of
the grader.

Scarifiers are often fitted to graders as well, to break up

sudaces before the next machine takes over.

The lubrication requirements of scrapers and graders are
similar to those of tractors and loaders. Attention needs to be
paid to hydraulic system cleanliness and to regular inspection
and re-greasing of pivots, bushes and pins.

Most dump trucks used on earthmoving prolects are of the
rear-tipping type and are used to transporl large quantities
and heavy loads of earth and overburden from an excavation
or cutting to a stockpile or fill area. Dump trucks are often
referred to as being mechanically or electrically driven.
Electrically driven dump trucks use a diesel engine which
runs a generator that, in turn, powers electric wheel-
motors fitted to the rear wheels, whereas the mechanical
type relies on transfer of power from the diesel engine
through a transmission into the differentials.

The hydraulic control systems used on dump trucks
will require regular inspection to ensure the system is

protected against the ingress of moisture and solid

contaminants. Pins, bushes and pivots should also be
inspected regularly, and re-lubricated as appropriate.

On many earthmoving sites, materials often need to be
unloaded from transport vehicles or lifted and re-positioned
to another location.

Mobile (truck or crawler-

mounted) hydraulic
cranes are used in these
situations where lifts of
short vertical distance
are involved. Assorted
boom attachments
(hooks, chains, etc.) are
used, with hydraulic
power usually provided by a diesel engine driven
hydraulic pump. The essential parts of the crane itself that
require lubrication are bearings, gears, sheaves, chains
and cables, as well as the diesel engine, transmission and
gearbox, hydraulics, wheel bearings and chassis points,

and slewing gears,

Often, the final stages of an earthmoving project will
involve the rolling and compaction of earth prior to
commencement of the next stage of construction.
Rollers and compactors are used for this purpose.
The terms "rollers" and "compactors" are often used
interchangeably, although rollers in the strict sense, use
only the weight of the roller drum or roller wheel to
compaci surfaces, whereas compactors use a combination
of roller drum/wheel weight and vibration to provide the
necessary surface compaction. Rollers using weight only
as the means of compaction are becoming less
popular, and are being replaced by units that use both
weight and vibration in order to provide hard
compacted surfaces. Some compactors will have
different vibration speeds that will enable the machine
to be used on a wider range of terrains and to provide
different degrees of compaction.



Some of the common types of rollers and compactors
include tamping, pneumatic-tyre type, vibratory-wheel
and drum types, and tandem rollers. ln some earthmoving
projects, soil compactors, comprising a type of tractor unit
fitted with four pad-foot wheels and a front dozer blade, are
used to push soil into place and compact it in the same
operation. These are often used on landfill sites or in

locations where considerable fill is required to consolidate
an area, prior to further construction taking place.

Lubrication of rollers and compactors is straightforward in
terms of the engine, transmission, final drive and
hydraulics. However, extra attention should be given to
the lubrication of drive axle drum bearings, pivot pins and
steering cylinders and vibratory drum roller bearings.

On many earthmoving jobs,

hard rock may be encountered.

lf the project is relatively small
scale, then rock breaking
tools fitted to an excavator
can be used to break up the
rock in preparation for its

removal.

ln many cases, however,
blasting with explosives
may be required to move and

break large areas of rock
substrate, and drilling
equipment will be needed to
prepare the rock substrate for
charging with explosives.

Drilling rigs can be crawler
or truck-mounted units, or
integrated wheel-mounted

boom rigs, the majority being percussion-type drills
operated with compressed air.

Hydraulic control system performance is an important
factor in the operation of a drilling rig, so care must be
taken to ensure that hydraulic fluid is kept clean and free
from water and contaminants.

Because the majority of drilling rigs have their own air
compression system, similar lubrication practices as

mentioned under "Air Compressors" apply here as well"

Air compressors are used to produce a continuous supply of
air at high pressure for pneumatic equlpment such as rock

drills or for pumps used to drain water from excavations.

Reciprocating compressors are the most common
type of air compressor found in the construction industry.
They are positive displacement units that may be single or
double-acting in operation. ln single-acting compressors,
the same oil lubricates both the cylinder and bearings. ln

double-acting designs, separate lubrication systems are
often required to lubricate the cylinders and the bearings.

Rotary screw compressors are also positive
displacement units. These may be either oil-flooded,
where one rotor drives the other, or the oil-free type,
where the rotors are driven by a separate gear irain.

The entry of dust (due to poor air filter maintenance), too
much oil or the wrong type of oil, are the most common
causes of operating troubles with air compressors.

Earthmoving projects invariably utilize a range of ancillary
equipment to support the operations described above,
including:

. Diesel-driven portable generators (to supply
electric power to lighting towers and on-site
workshops)

o Pumps (sometimes driven through reduction
gears) for clearing water from excavations

a Ghain saws (for clearing timbered areas and
cutting felled timber prior to further earthmoving)

and, in some locations, a variety of:

. Heating or air-conditioning equipment.

Apart from the equipment discussed above, earthmoving
projects also utilize transportation equipment such as
trucks and prime movers, low-loading trailers and
four-wheel-d rive veh icles.
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